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Week 3 Assignment: SIS Evaluation 

Overview 

This week you will evaluate your district’s student information system. Use the document 
entitled Evaluation of Your Local School District’s Student Information System (SIS) 
Criteria and Directions, which is included in this assignment, to help guide your work. 
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Rubric 

Use the following rubric to guide your work. 
 

Tasks 
 

Exemplary Satisfactory Unsatisfactory  

Sources and 
Information 

The student selects, 
consults with, and draws 
from appropriate and 
insightful information 
sources.  

(Max. of 5 pts) 

The student selects, consults 
with and draws from, overly 
general information sources.  

(Max. of 3 pts) 

The student selects, 
consults with, and draws 
from inappropriate 
information sources.  

(Max. of 1 pt) 

No information 
sources. 

(0 points) 

Justification 
of Opinion and 
Point of View 

Opinion is shared and is 
supported with insightful, 
carefully selected details. 

(Max. of 5 pts) 

Opinion is shared with 
marginal evidentiary support 
or explanation of thought.  

(Max. of 3 pts) 

Personal statements are 
shared with no 
evidentiary support or 
explanation of thought.  

(Max. of 1 pt) 

No personal 
statement. 

(0 points) 

Complexity of 
Understanding 
and Inferring 

Reflections and conclusions 
reached are insightful and 
perceptive.  

(Max. of 5 pts) 

Reflections and conclusions 
reached are minimal and 
simplistic. 

(Max. of 3 pts) 

Reflections and 
conclusions contain little 
or no personal insights. 

(Max. of 1 pt) 

No reflection. 

No conclusion. 

(0 points) 

Writing The student generates 
writing that is highly 
relevant, appropriately 
specific, and clearly and 
completely stated. 

(Max. of 5 pts) 

The student generates 
writing that is relevant and 
reasonably specific, but may 
not be clearly or completely 
stated. 

(Max. of 2 pts) 

The student does not 
generate writing that is 
relevant, specific, clearly 
or completely stated. 

(Max. of 1 pt) 

No writing. 

(0 points) 
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Directions 

For this week’s assignment, you will evaluate and discuss your local school district’s Student 
Information System (SIS). Your local school district employs a SIS which handles many of your 
district’s needs involving the management, sharing, and reporting of student information. For 
this assignment, you may want to consult with your campus’ SIS manager, district SIS 
managers, and other teachers who use the SIS. You will want to ensure that the sources you 
draw from are appropriate and insightful so you will be able to formulate an informed opinion. 
You may even draw from your personal experience (if relevant) with your district’s SIS. These 
consultations will aid you in the evaluation of the efficacy of your district’s SIS. 

Before you begin, here are some factors to consider when evaluating your school district’s 
Student Information System. The factors below will help guide your thinking: 

1. Total cost of software ownership including reoccurring ongoing costs. Many products 
have various tactics to appear inexpensive, yet have higher reoccurring or start up and 
configuration costs (i.e. software licenses, training, software maintenance and support).  

2. Feature set. What are the base features of the software, as well as the secondary features? 
Most school districts select a SIS with as many functions built into the system as possible. What 
functions does your school district’s SIS serve? 

3. Texas-specific functionality. Texas is a unique state in that it requires many specific reports 
and assessments from its school districts. Items such as Texas-specific tests, and attendance 
reporting require school districts to provide pre-identification files and loading of test scores 
back into the system. How does your district’s software provide a solution for these 
requirements by the state of Texas?  Evaluate the software’s ability to handle these processes. 

4. Ease of use and reporting. With the many data elements your school district is required by 
the state to track, users need to have an easy and intuitive solution to maximize productivity and 
use of their time. Staff resources can be overburdened by a product that is cumbersome to use. 
Is your school district’s software user friendly, offering ease of navigation? Does the software 
ever require duplication of data entry?  

5. Customer support and experience of the support staff. Customer support and service is 
as important as the solution itself. During the evaluation of your school district’s software, you 
will need to assess the types of support available: e-mail, telephone, Web and the vendor’s 
commitment to quality of support. Does the vendor provide timely support with useful answers? 

6. Thorough training in the software system. Are your school district’s users adequately 
trained in the proper use of the software system? In order to ensure that the use of the SIS is 
successful, all users need to be properly trained on the product. Are your school district’s users 
trained through the district, through the vendor, or both? Were you trained in you district’s SIS? 
If so, was the training adequate, and thorough? Additionally, there should also be a component 
available for ongoing training. 

Fill out the chart included in this assignment with the information you learn about your district’s 
SIS.  

This assignment is due no later than 11:59 p.m. on the seventh day of Week 3. 
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Workspace 

Fill out the chart below to complete this assignment. Be sure to address all the items listed on 
the previous page. The boxes will expand as you type. 

Student Information System Evaluation Chart 

Areas To Address Your Findings and Evaluation 

Total Cost of Software Ownership (including 
reoccurring and ongoing costs) 

San Jacinto College District chose to 
implement Banner, an enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) solution designed for higher 
education by SunGard.  The initial installation 
occurred in 2001.  Until then, the college used 
a product called Legacy.  Enrollment growth 
demanded the purchase of a more robust 
system, thus the purchase of Banner. 

According to the Vice President of Educational 
Technology, the initial cost of installing SCT 
Banner as the student information system for 
the San Jacinto College District was 
approximately nine to ten million dollars.   

Banner data provides upgrade and 
maintenance costs since its adoption in 2001 
have been around three million dollars.  That 
means over the past eight years, the college 
has incurred a median cost of $375,000 per 
year to assure the software is up to date. 

According to Jennifer Ramsey, Banner 
trainer,In addition to the cost of the Banner 
software system, Oracle USA, who is the 
producer of the database used by Banner, has 
required an additional $953,000 within this 
same time period. 

Therefore the college has invested between 
ten and eleven million dollars over the course 
of nine years in keeping their records 
maintained.  

Software Features Set Banner’s basic tools include modules for 
student information, financial aid, finance, 
human resources and advancement. 

The Student module includes all personal and 
collegiant information about its students.  This 
includes biographical data, courses taken, 
degrees pursued and/or accomplished, past 
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and current. 

The Financial Aid module helps that 
department track monies awarded to students 
through scholarships and grants. 

Finance is tracked through the system for all 
payroll, purchasing, campus maintenance, etc.  
All costs incurred by the college can be found 
in this module. 

Human resources also implements Banner in 
its recruitment of employees, job performance, 
disciplinary actions, and more.  Alumni can be 
followed using the Banner Advancement. 

In addition to its basic functionality as 
indicated above, Banner is integrated with San 
Jacinto College’s Learning Management 
System (LMS) - Blackboard.  This integration 
provides course shells to be automatically built 
in the LMS when created in Banner.  It also 
allows enrollments to be migrated into the 
Blackboard system without the necessity of 
creating class rosters in two locations. 

San Jacinto College has also customized its 
system to be used by its Continuing Education 
(CPD) Division.  As the implementation of 
Banner was taking place, representatives from 
this division were included in the planning.  As 
that division uses coding somewhat different 
from the credit side of the college, adjustments 
were made to accommodate that area as well. 

Banner is used by virtually every staff 
employee of the college, as well as instructors.  
It provides reporting capabilities, and gives us 
a way to assure our students’ educational 
careers are monitored and data is safe. 

Texas-specific Functionality State reporting is an important function of the 
college, as with any public school or institution.  
Banner, through the Texas Connection, 
provides various reports and data needed for 
those reports. 

In most cases, a simple click will enable the 
user to produce the needed information 
quickly and efficiently. 

This information provides enrollment counts, 
attendance reports, contact hours, both for 
credit and non-credit courses, and much more. 
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Ease of Use and Reporting As mentioned above, creating reports with 
Banner can be as simple as the click of a 
button.  This, however, is not always 
accomplished using the “out of the box” 
product.  A team of Banner specialists work in 
the college’s IT department, and see that such 
reports are gleaning the correct data, and 
producing the correctly formatted reports. 

Reports can be requested by various divisions 
and departments within the college, and these 
employees will create the desired outcomes by 
manipulating the data, as well as the “magic 
buttons” needed to click. 

Using Banner is not always intuitive, as the 
names of the forms are cryptic.  However, with 
training, most are able to conquer the steps 
with relative ease.  Also, once you enter data, 
it follows your path through the system.  This 
means you only have to enter data once. 

Customer Support and Experience of the 
Support Staff 

As one who uses Banner on a daily basis, I 
have often had need of technical support of 
the product.  This said, I have never had the 
experience of not getting the answer to my 
question quickly. 

The Banner Team is always available; and I 
have also been able to call upon “power users” 
from time to time to get what I need. 

Thorough User Training in the Software 
System 

Training in Banner is a requirement for all, 
before any employee is given rights to access 
the system.  Student employees are not 
allowed to access the system in any way. 

Banner training is made available to all 
employees at San Jacinto College throughout 
the semesters.  A stronger emphasis is placed 
on this training at the beginning of each 
semester, as that is when new employees are 
usually hired. 

As upgrades and enhancements are added, 
our Banner team and trainers receive training 
from SunGard.  They are then charged with 
sharing the new tasks, techniques and 
information with all users of the system. 

The Banner system is an excellent product.  It 
has very little down time, and is reliable.  As 
the Blackboard Administrator, I have learned 
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to appreciate the integration between the two 
products.  Without the migration capabilities, 
my job would be much more difficult. 

Choosing an SIS must be a daunting task, but 
once a quality system is decided upon, it can 
be made to work for you in many ways. 

 


